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INTRODUCTION 
Let Z and H be nonnilpotent ideals having the same radical in a 
Noetherian ring. For n 2 1 an integer, Samuel studied the functions 
o(Z, ZZ, n) and w(Z, ZZ, n), defined respectively to be the largest integer such 
that 1” s H”(l,A n), and the smallest integer such that HW(“H3n) E I”. In [S], 
he showed that as n goes to infinity, u(Z, H, n)/n and w(Z, H, n)/n have 
limits, which we will denote respectively as Z(Z, H) and L(Z, H). He also 
showed that Z(Z, H) 2 u(Z, H, n)/n and w(Z, H, n)/n > L(Z, H) for all n 2 1. 
In [N], Nagata showed that the deviations nZ(Z, h) -u(Z, H, n) and 
w(Z, H, n) - nL(Z, H) are bounded as n varies. We will use e(Z, H) and 
E(Z, H) respectively to denote the least upper bounds to those two sets of 
deviations. 
In this paper, we will take Z to be a regular ideal in a Noetherian ring, 
and we will assume that the ideal H is projectively equivalent to I. That is, 
we assume there are positive integers f and g such that Hf and Zg have the 
same integral closure, (so that Z and H do have the same radical). If B(Z) 
is the set of ideals projectively equivalent to Z, we consider the four 
sets {e(L H) I HEWZ)}, {e(H, 1) I HEW)}, {W, HI I HEW)}, and 
{JW, 4 I HEW)}. W e investigate when each of these four sets is boun- 
ded, in each case giving a necessary and sufficient condition. While our 
characterizations involve conditions which are themselves not entirely 
understood, they do allow us to give some interesting circumstances under 
which the above sets are bounded. For instance, we show that if the ring 
in question is an anlytically unramified local ring, then the second and 
third sets above are bounded. 
Notation. I will be a regular ideal in a Noetherian ring R, and (I), will 
denote the integral closure of I. Any nonpositive power of Z will denote R. 
B(Z) will be the set of ideals projectively equivalent to I. For HE S(Z), 
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v(Z, H, n), w(Z, H, n), Z(Z, H), L(Z, H), e(Z, H), and E(Z, H) will be as 
defined above. If {e(Z, H) ( HE P(Z)) is bounded, we will let el(Z) denote 
its least upper bound, (and the phrase “e,(Z) exists” will mean that 
(44 H) I HER} ’ b is ounded). We will use e,(Z) to be the least upper 
bound of {e(H, I) ) HER}, w h en it exists. Similarly, E,(Z) and E,(Z) 
will denote the least upper bounds of the other two sets mentioned above, 
when they exist. 
1. FOUR CONDITIONS 
In this section, we will discuss four conditions useful in characterizing 
when ei(Z), e,(Z), and E,(Z) exist. We will mention some known results 
concerning when those conditions hold. We will state many of the main 
results of this paper, and will exhibit our ignorance by asking two ques- 
tions. We start with a crucial lemma, proved both in [MR, (1.4)] and 
[MRS, (2.9)], (the latter paper saying a bit more about d(Z) than the 
former). 
(1.1) LEMMA. There is a positive integer d= d(Z), such that for any 
HE 9(Z), (Hd), = (I”), for some integer m 2 1. 
CONDITION A. There is an integer r = r(Z) 2 0 such that for any integer 
m 2 1, and any reduction K of (I”),, (Zm)n+r c K” for all integers n 2 1. 
CONDITION B. There is an integer s=s(Z) 20 such that for any integer 
m 2 1, (I”):+” E (I”)” for all integers n > 1. 
CONDITION C. There is an integer U= u(Z) 20 such that for any 
HEY(Z), (H);+” E H” for all integers n > 0. 
CONDITION D. There is an integer U= u(Z) 20 such that for any 
HE B(Z), (H” + U), E H” for all integers n > 0. 
The proof of the following result is given in Section 2. 
(1.2) THEOREM. (a) e,(Z) exists if and only ifZ satisfies Condition A. 
(b) E,(Z) exists if and only ifZ satisfies Condition B. 
(1.3) COROLLARY. Zf Z is projectively equivalent to a normal ideal, then 
E,(Z) exists. 
Proof In Theorem (3.3), we show that if Z and .Z are projectively 
equivalent, then E,(Z) exists if and only if E,(J) exists. Therefore, we may 
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assume that I is normal. By definition, this means that for any m 2 1, 
(Z”),=Z”. For any na 1, we have (I”‘):= (I”)“. Thus Z satisfies Condi- 
tion B (with s(Z)=O). By Theorem (1.2)(b), E,(Z) exists. 
(1.4) THEOREM. The following are equivalent. 
(i) Z satisfies Condition C. 
(ii) Z satisfies Conditions A and B. 
(iii) Both e,(Z) and E,(Z) exist. 
Proof The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is by Theorem (1.2). Suppose 
that Z satisfies Condition C, and let u be as in that condition. For any 
m> 1, any reduction K of (I”),, and any n 2 1, (Zm)n+u~ (I”):+“= 
(J4 ;+, G K”, by Condition C. This shows that Z satisfies Condition A with 
r(Z) = U. Also, Condition C shows that (Zm)z+U~ (I”)“, which says that 
Condition B holds with s(Z) = U. Therefore (i) implies (ii). 
Suppose now that (ii) holds, and let r = r(Z) and s=s(Z) be as in 
Conditions A and B. We will show that Z satisfies Condition C, with 
u = d(r +s + 1) - 1, with d as in Lemma (l.l), which will prove (ii) 
implies (i). Let HE.P(Z). We must show (H)z+” c H” for all n 2 1. We can 
write (Hd), = (I”), for some m > 1. Let q be an integer with dq <n < 
d(q+ 1). Now (H);+“c(H)$+‘+“= ((H);)9+r+S+1 ~(H~)z+~+‘+l= 
(p)z+r+s+l. Since Condition B holds (Zm)q+r+s+l c (Zm)9+r+ ‘. Since 
Condition A holds and H“ is a reduction of (alm)a, (Zm)q+‘+l G (Hd)9+l. 
Since n<d(q+ l), (Hd)qfl E H”. Combining these gives that (H)“,‘“G 
H”, as desired. 
The proof of the following result is given in Section 4. 
(1.5) THEOREM. Zf R is a locally analytically unramt$ed ring with finite 
integral closure, then e,(Z) exists. 
(1.6) COROLLARY. Zf R is an analytically unramified local ring, then 
e,(Z) and E,(Z) exist. 
Proof An analytically unramified local ring always has finite integral 
closure, so that Theorem (1.5) shows e,(Z) exists. Also, it is well known 
that in such a ring, for some n 2 1, (I”), is a normal ideal. Thus 
Corollary (1.3) shows that E,(Z) exists. 
(1.7) THEOREM. The following are equiualent. 
(i) Z satisfies Condition D. 
(ii) Z is projectively equivalent to a normal ideal, and satisfies Condi- 
tion C. 
(iii) Z is projectively equivalent to a normal ideal, and e,(Z) exists. 
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Proof: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved in [MR, (1.5)(i), (ii) 
and (1.6)]. The rest easily follows from that equivalence combined with 
Corollary (1.3) and Theorem (1.4). 
The next result, whose proof is given in Section 5, shows a very strong 
consequence of Condition D. 
( 1.8) THEOREM. Zf Z satisjh Condition D, then the set { e(J, H) 1 J and 
H are in Y(Z)} is bounded. Also, e,(J), e2(J), and E,(J) exist for any 
JE B(Z). 
(1.9) Remark. [MR] is essentially devoted to studying when Z satisfies 
Conditions C and D. We here list some conditions which imply that Z 
satisfies Condition D (and hence Condition C). 
(a) R is local, and Z has analytic spread 1 and is projectively 
equivalent to a normal ideal [MR, (3.1) and (15)(i)]. 
(b) R is local with finite integral closure, and Z has analytic spread 
1 [MR, (3.2) and (15)(i)]. 
(c) R is local, Z is projectively equivalent to a normal ideal, and the 
height, grade, and analytic spread of Z all equal 2 [MR, (3.4) and (1.5)(i)]. 
(d) Z is projectively equivalent to a normal ideal which can be 
generated by a regular sequence. (Proof. Let J be normal, be generated by 
a regular sequence, and be projectively equivalent to I. By [MR, (3.5) and 
(1.5)(i)], J satisfies Condition D. By Theorem (1.7), e,(J) exists. By 
Theorem (3.3), e,(Z) exists. By Theorem (1.7), Z satisfies Condition D. 
(e) Z is projectively equivalent to an integrally closed ideal which is 
a complete intersection [MR, (3.6) and (1.5)(i)]. 
(1.10) Remark. We have not yet said anything about E,(Z). Recall that 
the existence of E,(Z) means that the set {E(ZZ, I) 1 HER} is bounded. 
It appears to be very hard to determine when this set is bounded. However, 
in Theorem (4.5)(c), we will show that the set {E((H),, I) ) HoB(Z)} is 
always bounded. 
Our first question shows the depth of our ignorance. 
(1.11) QUESTION. Do e,(Z), ez(Z), E,(Z), and Z&(Z) exist for all I? 
By Theorem (1.7), if Z is a normal ideal which does not satisfy Condi- 
tion D, then e,(Z) cannot exist. Thus our second question covers a special 
case of the first one. 
(1.12) QUESTION. Must Condition D hold for every normal (regular) 
ideal? 
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(1.13) Remark. It is shown in [MR, (l.l)] that Z is normal if and only 
if for all HE g(Z), there is an integer b’ = b’(H) such that (ZZn + b’)O E H” for 
all n > 1. Here, b’ depends on ZZ. Condition D holds exactly when b’ can 
be chosen to be independent of H. We strongly suspect that Condition D 
does not have to hold for every normal ideal. That is, we believe that the 
answer to Question ( 1.12) is no. 
2. e,(z) AND E,(z) 
(2.1) LEMMA. (a) Let the ideal H have the same radical as Z, and let f 
and g be positive integers. Then ( Hf ), = (Zg), if and only if l(Z, H) = f/g = 
W, HI. 
(b) Suppose that HEcP(Z). Then (H/), = (Zg), ifand only ifl(Z, H) = 
fig if and only if L(Z, H) = fig. 
(c) Zf HEB(Z), then 1((Z),, H) = Z(Z, H) and L((Z),, H) = L(Z, H). 
(d) Zf J1 and J, are in B(H), then Z(JIJ,, H)=I(J,, H)+ l(J,, H), 
and L(J, J2, H) = L(J1, H) + L( J,, H). 
Proof (a) Let J and K be nonnilpotent ideals with the same radical. 
[S, Theorem 41 shows that 1(J, K)-’ = L(K, J). [N, Sect. 21 shows (J), = 
(K), if and only if l(J, K) = 1 = L(J, K). For r > 1 an integer, the definitions 
make it clear that v(.Z’, K, n) = v(J, K, rn). Dividing by rn and letting n go 
to infinity shows that rl(J, K) = Z(J’, K). Similarly, rL( J, K) = L(J’, K). 
Suppose now that (Hf), = (Zg),. Then 1 = Z(Zg, Hf) =gl(Z, Hf). Thus 
L(Hf, I) = g, so that fL(H, I) = g. It follows that Z(Z, H) = f/g. A similar 
argument shows that L(Z, H) = f/g. Conversely, suppose that Z(Z, H) = 
f/g = L(Z, H). Then Z(Zg, H) =gl(Z, H) =J Taking inverses, we obtain 
L(H, Zg) = f -‘. From this, we obtain L(Hq Zg) = 1. A similar argument 
shows l(H/, Zg) = 1. As noted above, these imply (Hf), = (Zg),. 
(b) Suppose Z(Z, H) =flg. Since we are given that HE 9(Z), there are 
positive integers h and k with (Hh), = (Zk),. By part (a), h/k = L(Z, H) = 
Z(Z, H) = f/g. Part (a) now shows that (HJ), = (Zg)a. The rest of the proof 
is argued similarly. 
(c) Say (Hf), = (Zg),. Then clearly (Hf),= ((Z)z)a. Part (a) shows 
44 HI, l(U),, HI, W, H), and U(Z),, H) all equal f/g, and part (c) 
follows. 
(d) Suppose that (J;), = (H”), and (J;), = (H9),. Then ((J1 J2)uw)rr = 
(H “wfuq)a. By part (a), L(J, J2, H) = (VW + uq)/uw = (v/u) + (q/w) = 
L( J1, H) + L( J2, H). The rest is argued similarly. 
We now give the proof of Theorem (1.2). 
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Proof of Theorem (1.2). Suppose that e,(Z) exists. We will show that Z 
satisfies Condition A with r = r(Z) = ei(Z). Let m > 1, and let K be a 
reduction of (I”),, so that (K),= (I”),. Now Lemma (2.1)(a) shows that 
Z(Z, K) = l/m. For all n > 1, (Zm)n+‘= Zm”+mr c K”(LKmn+mr), by definition 
of u(Z, K, mn +mr). However, since Z(Z, K) = l/m, we have r = cl(Z) 2 
e(Z, K) 2 (l/m)(mn + mr) - u(Z, K, mn + mr). Thus, u(Z, K, mn + mr) 2 n. 
Combining this with the above shows that (Zm)“+‘c K” for n 2 1. There- 
fore, Z satisfies Condition A. 
Now suppose E,(Z) exists. We will show Z satisfies Condition B with 
s=s(Z)=E,(Z). Let m> 1, and let K=(Z”),. By Lemma (2.1)(a), 
mL(Z, K) = 1. For n 2 1, KwcLK*““) c (Zm)n. As s = E,(Z) > E(Z, K) 2 
w(Z, K, mn) - mnL(Z, K) = w(Z, K, mn) - n, we have n + s > w(Z, K, mn). 
Thus (Z~)~+~=K”+SCKW(LQ~“) E (Zm)“, showing that Z satisfies Condi- 
tion B. 
Next, suppose that Z satisfies Condition A, and let r = r(Z) be as in that 
condition. Let HER’. By Lemma (l.l), we may write (ZZd)a = (I”), for 
some m> 1, and by Lemma (2.1)(a), we have Z(Z, H)=d/m. For any 
integer n > 1, we can find an integer q such that m(q + r) <n < m(q + r + 1). 
Now Z”G Zm(q+r)= (Zm)q+r~ (Hd)q, the last inclusion by Condition A 
applied to the ideal K= Hd. By definition, this implies that u(Z, H, n) 2 dq. 
Therefore, we see that 1(Z, H)n - u(Z, H, n) d Z(Z, H)n - dq = (d/m)n - dq < 
(d/m)(m(q + r + 1)) - dq = d(r + 1). Thus e(Z, H) < d(r + 1). Since d and r 
depend only on Z, we see that e,(Z) exists, (and e,(Z)<d(r+ 1)). 
The proof that if Z satisfies Condition B (for the integer s = s(Z)), then 
E,(Z) exists (and E,(Z) < d(s + 1 )), is similar to the preceding paragraph. 
We start it. Let (Hd),= (I”),. With qm <n-c (q+ l)m, (Hd)q+l+s~ 
(Hd)z+l+L(Zm);+l+s z (Z”)q+ ’ s I”. Thus w(Z, H, n) < d(q + 1 + s). The 
rest of the proof is left to the reader. 
Remark. The third paragraph of the preceding proof is adapted from 
[N, Theorem 81. We corrected a tiny error, and more significantly, used 
Lemma (1.1) to allow the argument to work for all HE B(Z) 
simultaneously. 
3. INVARIANCE 
In this section, we show that if cl(Z) (respectively, E,(Z)) exists, then 
e,(Z) (respectively, E,(J)) exists for all JEP(Z). 
(3.1) LEMMA. eI(Z) exists if and only if e,((Z),) exists. Zf e,(Z) exists, 
then e,(Z)<e,((Z),). Also, E,(Z) exists ifand on/y ifI?,(( exists. ZfE,(Z) 
exists, then E,((Z), < E,(Z). 
Proof To show that if e,(Z) exists then e,((Z,) exists, by Theorem (1.2) 
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it will suffice to show that if Z satisfies Condition A then so does (I),. Sup- 
pose that Z satisfies Condition A, taking Y = r(Z) to be as in the statement 
of that condition applied to I. Since Z reduces (I),, there is an integerf > 1 
such that Z”(Z);= (Z), /+’ for all n >, 1, so that (Z)“,+fc I” for all n > 1. Let 
K be a reduction of ((Z):), for some m > 1. Then for n 2 1, ((Z)~)““‘f= 
(Z)r+mr+mfc Zmn+mr+mfpf~ Zmn+mr = (Z“‘)n+rs K”, the last inclusion 
using Condition A applied to I. Therefore, (I), satisfies Condition A, 
(using r((Z),) = I +f). 
For HEcF(Z), clearly v(Z, H, n)>/u((Z),, H, n) for nB 1. Using Lem- 
ma (2.1(c), we see that Z(Z, H)n - o(Z, H, n) < [((I),, H)n - u((Z),, H, n) < 
e((Z),, H). This shows that e(Z, H) < e((Z),, H). This makes it clear that if 
ei((Z), exists, then e,(Z) exists, and e,(Z) < ei((Z),). 
Suppose WZM exists, so that (I), satisfies Condition B for the 
integer s = s((Z),) Let f be as in the first paragraph of this proof. For any 
m > 1, and any n > 1, (Zm)z+S+s = ((Z)r)z’f’” E ((Z)y)“‘f= (Z)y’“f~ 
y+mf-fc (I”)“. Thus Z satisfies Condition B (with s(Z) =f + s). By 
Theorem (1.2), E,(Z) exists. 
The proof that E,(Z) exists implies E,((Z),) exists and E,((Z),) <E,(Z), is 
very similar to the argument in the second paragraph of this proof. 
(3.2) LEMMA. cl(Z) exists zf and only zf el(Zh) exists for any h 2 1. Zf 
e,(Z) exists, then e,(Zh) < cl(Z). Also, E,(Z) exists if and only if El(Zh) exists 
for any h 2 1. Zf E,(Z) exists, then El(Zh) < E,(Z). 
Proof: Let HE B(Z). It is trivial from the definitions that for n > 1, 
u(Z”, H, n) =u(Z, H, hn). By Lemma (2.1)(d), Z(Zh, H)=hl(Z, H). Thus 
Z(Zh, H)n - u(Zh, H, n) = Z(Z, H)(hn) - u(Z, H, hn) < e(Z, H). It follows that 
e(Zh, H) < e(Z, H). This shows that if e,(Z) exists, then e,(Zh) exists, and 
e,(Zh) <e,(Z). A similar argument shows that if E,(Z) exists, then E,(Zh) 
exists and E1(Zh) <E,(Z). 
Conversely, suppose that e,(Zh) exists. Then Zh satisfies Condition A. Let 
I = r(Zh) be the integer in the statement of that condition applied to Zh. We 
will show that Z satisfies Condition A using r(Z) = h(r + 1). Let K be a 
reduction of (I”), for some m 3 1. We must show that (Zm)n+h(‘+l)~ K” 
for all n 2 1. Note that Kh reduces ((Zh)“),, so that by supposition, 
((zh)m)n+r G (Kh)” for n > 1. Let q be an integer with qh <n < (q + 1)h. 
J-hen (zm)n+h(r+l)~(zm)qh+h(r+l)=((zh)m)q+r+l~(Kh)q+l=K(q+l)hE 
K”, as desired. Thus Theorem (1.2) shows that cl(Z) exists. A similar argu- 
ment shows that if Zh satisfies Condition B, then Z satisfies Condition B 
(and s(Z) can be taken to be h(s(Zh)+ 1). Thus if El(Zh) exists, then E,(Z) 
exists. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Zfe,(Z) exists, then e,(J) exists for all JEP(Z). ZfE,(Z) 
exists, then E,(J) exists for all JE B(Z). 
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Proof Suppose ei(Z) exists. If JE P(Z), write (.ZI), = (Zg),. Since cl(Z) 
exists, Lemma (3.2) shows that e,(Zg) exists. By Lemma (3.1), ei((Z”),) 
exists, so that el((.Zf),) exists. By Lemma (3.1), e,(.Z/) exists. By 
Lemma (3.2), e,(J) exists, as desired. The argument for E,(Z) is identical. 
4. e,(z) AND E2(Z) 
We will require some facts concerning the structure of the set of 
integrally closed ideals in 9(Z), which we now review. 
(4.1) Remark. For x E R, Rees defined V,(x) = m to mean that 
XE I” -I”+ ‘, and V,(x) = lim V,(xk)/k as k --t co. In [R], he showed that 
V,(x) exists and is rational, and P,(x) > n if and only if x E (I”),. (This is 
reproduced in [M, Chap. 111.) We now outline the work in [MRS]. For 
every c1> 0, let Z, = {x E R 1 V,(x) > g }. Then Z, is an integrally closed 
ideal. Let U = {a ) I, EP(Z)}. If (H’), = (Zg),, then (H), = I,, and g/‘o U. 
Conversely, if g/f E U, then ((Z,,)f), = (Zg)O. It follows that the set of 
integrally closed ideals in B(Z) is exactly (Z, 1 a E U). Note that by Rees’ 
work, if n 2 1 is an integer, then I, = (I”),, so that n E U. If a and /3 are in 
U, then a+PE U, and (Z,Z,),=Z,+,. Finally, there are positive integers d 
and N such that da is an integer for all a E U, and {a E U ( a 2 Nj = 
(N + (h/d) ( h 2 0 is an integer ). (The d here is the same d which appears 
in Lemma (l.l).) 
(4.2) LEMMA. With notation as in Remark (4.1), there exists a finite set 
aI, . . . . a, in U such that for all HE 9(Z), (H), = (ZkZs)n for some integer 
k>O and some j?~ (aI, . . . . a,>. 
Proof Let {aI, . . . . a,) = {a E U ( a < N + 11. Let H E B(Z). By 
Remark (4.1), (H), = I, for some a E U. If a < N + 1, then we have a E 
{a 19 . . . . at}, and we may complete the argument by letting fi = a and k = 0. 
If a>N+l, let kal be an integer such that N+k<a<N+k+l. Since 
a > N, Remark (4.1) shows that a has the form N+ (h/d) for some integer 
h.Nowa-k=N+((h-dk)/d)=N+(h’/d)(say).Sincea-k>,Nandhas 
the form N + (h’/d), Remark (4.1) shows that a - k E U. Since a - k < 
iV+ 1, a-ke {aI, . . . . a,}. Let fl=a-k, so that (H),=Z,=Zk+B. since 
k 2 1 is an integer, Remark (4.1) shows that k E U and Zk = (Zk),. Since k 
and fl are in U, Remark (4.1) shows that I,++@= (ZkZP), = ((Zk),ZB),= 
(Z’Z,),. Thus (H), = (ZkZ,),, as desired. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Assume J, and J, are in Y(Z). Then e(J, J2, I) < e(J,, I) + 
4J2, I), and E( J, J,, I) G E( J, , I) + E( J2, I). 
481/137/Z-10 
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Proof: For n > 1, J; c Z”(J’, I,“’ and J; c ZucJ2, I “‘. Thus, (J, J2)” c 
Z”‘J’, Ani + “(J2s Ln), so the definition shows that o(J, J,, Z, n) B u(J, , Z, n) + 
v(J,, Z, n). Now 1(J,J2, Z)n - u(J,J,, Z, n) < l(J,J,, Z)n - [u(J,, Z, n) + 
u(JZ,Z,n)] = (by Lemma (2.1(d)) [l(J,,Z)+Z(J,,Z)]n-[u(J,,Z,n)+ 
u(J,, Z, n)]. A slight rearrangement shows this is equal to or less than 
e(J1, I) + e(J,, I). It follows that e(J1 J2, I) < e(J,, I) + e(J,, I). The argu- 
ment for E(J, J2, I) is similar. 
(4.4) LEMMA. (a) Let H E @(I). Then e((Z),, H) 2 e(Z, H), and 
EV, H) 2 E(U),, JO. 
(b) If h > 1 is an integer, then e(Zh, H) <e(Z, H), and E(Z”, H) < 
W, W. 
Prooj The first fact in (a) is proved in the second paragraph of the 
proof of Lemma (3.1), and the second fact in (a) is proved analogously. 
The first fact in (b) is proved in the first paragraph of the proof of 
Lemma (3.2), and the second fact in (b) is proved similarly. 
(4.5) THEOREM. (a) e,(Z) exists if and only if (e((H),, Z)- 
e(H, I) ( HEsY(Z)} is bounded. 
(b) E,(Z) exists if and only if {E(H, I)-E((H),, I)) HER} is 
bounded. 
(c) {E((H),, I) I HEY(Z)} is bounded. 
Proof: (a) If e,(Z) exists, then by definition, e((H),, I) <ee,(Z) for 
all HEY(Z). Thus the set (e((H),, I)-e(H, I)) Hc!Y(Z)} is bounded 
by ez(Z). Conversely, suppose that {e((H),, Z)- e(H, Z) I HER} is 
bounded, say by the number b. Let HE B(Z). By Lemma (4.2), there 
is an integer k>O and a fi E (a,, . . . . a,}, such that (H),= (ZkZp),. 
By Lemma (4.4)(a), e(H, Z) < e((H),, I). Thus e(H, Z) < e((ZkZs),, Z) < 
e(ZkZg, Z) + b. (Here, we used the supposition applied to Z”Z, E P(Z).) Using 
Lemma (4.3), we see that e(Z”ZP, I) < e(Zk, I) + (I,, I). We next claim that 
e(Zk, I) = 0. If k = 0, it does no harm to declare this true by fiat. For k 2 1, 
f(Zk, I) = k, by Lemma (2.1)(a). It is easy to see that u(Zk, Z, n)= kn. Thus 
the definition shows e(Zk, Z) =O, as claimed. Therefore, we see that 
e(H, I) <e(ZB, I) + 6. If we let b’ be any bound to the set 
(4Zg, 1) I BE {aI, . . . . a.,> }, we obtain that e( H, I) 6 b’ + b. As this bound is 
independent of H, {e(H, I) 1 HE B(Z)} is bounded, so that e,(Z) exists. 
(c) Let HER. With notation as in the proof of (a), we may write 
(H), = (ZkZs),. Now E((H),, I) = E((ZkZ,),, Z)) < E(ZkZs, I), using Lem- 
ma (4.4)(a). By Lemma (4.3), we see that E(ZkZB, I) < E(Zk, Z) + E(Zp, Z). It 
is not hard to show that E(Zk, I) = 0 (taken to be true by fiat when k = 0). 
Combining these facts gives ,5((H),, I) < E(ZB, I) i b”, where b” = 
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max{Wp, 1) I BE: {aI, . . . . a,}}. This shows that (E((H),, I) ) HEB(Z)} is 
bounded by b”, proving (c). 
(b) This follows easily from (c). 
(4.6) THEOREM. Suppose Z is such that for any ideal JE g(Z), there is an 
integer c = c(J) 20 such that (Z“J),= Zk- ‘(Z’J), for all k> c. Then e,(Z) 
exists. 
Proof. For each BE {a,, . . . . a,} (as in the proof of Theorem (4.5)(a)), 
let c(b)2 0 be an integer such that (ZkZ~)a=Zk-C(B)(ZC(B)ZB)O. Let 
;=max(c(8) I B { E a,, . . . . a,}}. Then (ZkZ,), =Zk-“(ZcZ,), for all /?E 
a1, ,.., a,} and all k 2 c. Now the finite set {e((ZhZB),, I) 1 p E {a,, . . . . a,> 
and 0 <h < c} obviously has an upper bound, which we will call h. For 
HER, as in the proof of Theorem (4.5)(a), we see that for some 
BE {aI, . . . . a,} and integer k >O, (H), = (ZkZ,),. Now e(H, I) < e((H),, I) = 
e((ZkZB),), I). If k < c then this last number is equal to or less than b, by 
definition of b. On the other hand, if k > c, then e((ZkZs),, I) = 
e(Zk-eC(IEZg),, I) < e(Zk-‘, I) + e((Z’Zg)o), I) GO + b = 6, using Lemmas 
(4.4)(a), (4.3), and the definitions of c and b. Therefore {e(H, I) 1 HE B(Z)} 
is bounded by b, so that e,(Z) exists. 
We can now supply the proof of Theorem (1.5). 
Proof of Theorem (1.5). We need to show that Z satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem (4.6). Let X and Y be indeterminates. Let 9 = C Z”J”X”Y” 
over all pairs of nonnegative integers n and m. Let 90 = C (Z”J”), X”Y”. 
By [KR, Lemma 1 J, 9a is a finite @module. Thus there are homogeneous 
elements yi X”’ Y”‘, . . . . y,X”rY”r in 9?a which generate c%‘~ over 9. We may 
assume these are ordered in such a way that m,, . . . . m, are equal to or 
less than one, while m,, I, . . . . m, are greater than one. Let c(J) = 
max{n,, . . . . n,$}. One easily sees that c(J) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem (4.6). 
5. {e(H, J) 1 H AND J ARE IN B(Z)} 
In this section we mention some circumstances under which we can con- 
clude that the set {e(H, J) 1 H and J are in 9(Z)} is bounded. (Of course, 
if this set is bounded, then e,(J) and e,(J) exist for all JE S(Z).) 
(5.1) LEMMA. Suppose that cl(Z) exists. Suppose also that either one of 
the following holds. 
(a) {e((H),, J)-e(H, J) I H and J are in B(Z)} is bounded. 
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(b) For every KEY(I), there is an integer c = c(K) B 0 such that 
(IkK), = Ik ~ ‘(Z’K), for all k > c. 
Then {e(H, J) 1 H and J are in Y(I)} is bounded. 
Proof By Lemma (4.4)(a), it will suffice to show that (e((H),, J) ) H 
and J are in B(I)} is bounded. By Lemma (4.2), write (H), = (IkID), for 
some k>O and DE (a,, . . . . cr,}. 
Suppose now that (a) holds, and let b be a bound for the set mentioned 
in (a). Then e((H),, J) = e((ZkZO)a, J) < e(Z”Z,, J) + b. By Lemmas (4.3) 
and (4.4)(b), e((H),, J)<e(Zk, J)+e(IB, J)+b<e(I, J)+e(Z,, J)+b. 
Since cl(I) exists, e,(Is) also exists by Theorem (3.3), and we see that 
e((H),, J) < el(Z) + e,(IB) + b <e,(I) + w  + b, where w  is any bound for 
(e,UD) I B c {c-f,, .-, a,}}. The bound cl(I) + w  + b depends only on I, and 
so we are done in case (a). 
Now suppose that (b) holds. As argued at the start of the proof of 
Theorem (4.6), there is a c such that (ZkI,),=Ik-c(ZcZD)a for all 
BE (a.1 3 . . . . cr,} and all k > c. Since e,(Z) exists, cl(K) exists for all KE B(I). 
Thus, we may let b’ be the maximum of the finite set {el((ZhZB),) ( 0 <h < 
c, BE {El 2 .*.> a,}}. Now e((H),, J) =e((ZkZ,),, J). If k <c, this last number 
is at most e,((ZkZfl),) <b’. If k > c, we have e((ZkZ8),, J) = e(Zk-“(IcIg),, J), 
which by Lemma (4.3) is at most e(Zk-“,J)+e((IcZB),,J),<e,(Ik~‘)+ 
el(UcI&) i et(I) + b’, using Lemma (3.2). In either case, we have 
e(H),, J) < cl(Z) + b’, and so are done. 
(5.2) COROLLARY. Suppose that cl(Z) exists, and that R is a locally 
analytically unramified ring with finite integral closure. Then {e(H, J) 1 H 
and J are in 9(I) } is bounded. 
ProoJ: The proof of Theorem (1.5) shows that Lemma (5.1)(b) holds, 
so the conclusion follows from Lemma (5.1). 
We now give the proof of Theorem (1.8). 
Proof of Theorem (1.8). Let Z satisfy Condition D, and let u be as in 
that condition. Since Z satisfies Condition C, by Theorem (1.4) and 
Theorem (3.3) e,(J) and E,(J) exist for all JE Y(Z). To complete the proof, 
by Lemma (5.1) it will suffice to show {e((H),, J) -e(H, J) ) H and J are 
in B(Z)} is bounded by U. Since H” E JuCXAn), (H): E (Nn)a E (J”(H*J,n))O c 
J”(H,J,n)-u, using Condition D. By definition, u((H),, J, n) 2 v(H, J, n) -u. 
Since by Lemma (2.1)(c), 1((H),, J)=I(H, J), we obtain /((Z-Z),, J)n- 
v((H),, J, n) < l(H, J)n - o(H, J, n) + u < e(H, J) + U. This shows that 
e( (H),, J) < e(H, J) + U, as desired. 
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6. A RELATED QUESTION 
The next lemma follows from [0, Remarks (2)-(4)]. 
(6.1) LEMMA. Given I, there is an integer c > 0 (depending on I) such that 
for any reduction K of I, KI’ = I’+ ‘. 
Notation. For m > 1, let c(m) denote the least integer satisfying 
Lemma (6.1) when applied to the ideal (I”),. 
(6.2) LEMMA. Zf the set (c(m) 1 m > l} is bounded, then Z satisfies 
Condition C. 
Proof: Let b be a bound to the above set. Let m 2 1 and let K be any 
reduction of (I”),. We have K(Z”)i(“‘= (Im)$m)+l. Since b> c(m), we 
easily see that for any n>, 1, Kn(Zm)f:= (I”)“,“. Thus (Im)z+b~ K”. This 
shows that Z satisfies [MR, Definition (1.2)(b)]. Therefore, [MR, (1.5)(i)] 
shows that I satisfies Condition C. 
(6.3) QUESTION. When is the set {c(m) 1 m > 1) bounded? 
Remark. In the case that Z is a normal ideal, the work done in [MR] 
partially answers Question (6.3). 
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